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Do you think you, as a public figur~ known 
fairly well throughout the Western 
Hemisphere have a right to a private life? , 

'1 have more than a right. I'm not a public 
figure, I never wanted to be, never asked to 
be', never tried to be, never worked to be. So 
I have more than a right to.a private life. 

"I'm a very reserved person by nature and I 
hate the importance that's attached to me as an 
individual over here; that doesn't exist in 
America. That's a thing I appreciate very much 
about over there; they have other things to 
think about. It's a very British thing and it's a 
very British problem that exists among the ' 
young people here that they think a public 
figure is somehow a special person set apart, 
they think that they're people who don't have 
normal functions, and consequently they treat 
us as such over here. 

"It's one of the reasons why we feel 
uncomfortable and can't think about doing an 
extended tour here anymore. Those people 
have no conception of you as a human being 
and they feel they have the right - more than 
the right! It doesn't even come down to any 
morality at all- they just feel you owe,them 
everything and consequently you have no life 
of your own. They'll 'phone y01.\ up in the 
middle of the night or at the crack of dawn, 
they'll knock on your door, they'll peek in your 
windows; it's shameless!, . 

"They feel they can stand outside our hotel 
room and stare into a place where I'm sitting 
reading a book like a normal human being -
and there's people staring at me! That makes 
me furious, that just makes me violently angry! 
Like I said, it's just one of the things that makes 
us very uncomfortable here." 

But to be a 'star' there must be something 
intrinsic to your character to set you apart from 
'nonnaJ' human beings. 

"No, that's a very British attitude, it's 
absolutely untrue. Why do you think so many 
musicians ~ave so many problems with alcohol, , 
drugs, self-image and self-esteem? I've known 
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enough of these personally to see that I'm not 
the only one who has difficulty dealing with it. 
People are not different, the people that do 
perform onstage, granted, sure they have a 
talent but it's no different from having a talent 
for architecture or gardening . .. " 

Except that there must be a quality in you that 
enables you to go out in front of 20, 000 people 
and entertain them. 

"I can,only do it in my own way. I couldn't go 
out there and dance for them, I couldn't go out 
there and sing for them or recite Shakespeare, 
I'd be terrified. But the fact that I've played 
drums since I was too young to know any 
different means there's no nervousness about it 
because it's my job"it's my life. , 

"The mechanics of our lives are not so 
different really, it's just the way people look at 
them and how difficult people make our lives 
that makes it so rare.lt's really not so weird. 
I've had illot of other kinds of jobs too and 
they'z:.e really very, much the same." 

Can you explain why the majority of Mega
bands in 'the States, the likes of,Styx, Journey 
and Toto, are so remarkably faceless? 
"In Europe there's nothing to lose. In Europe if 
a band gets together and starts as a garage 
band, as all bands do, they really don't have _ 
any hope. Let's face it, European bands do get 
successful but if you're starting as a garage ' 
band and playing pubs and so on the chances 
of getting beyond that are so minimal that you 
have to think, well, you might as well do what 
you want. And that's why a band can come out 
of Europe and be successful because they feel 
they have Ilothin9 to lose. Whereas in America, 

even if you get no farther than the bars you can 
still make a lot of money so there's always that 
carrot hanging in front of those bands. They 
know if they homogenise their music enough 
and if they sell-out enough even playing in the 
bars they can make thousands of dollars a 
week. That's why when those bands become 
successful they've already sold-out so far they 
wouldn't know how to be adventurous or 
unusual if they tried." 

So how much of what you do out there onstage 
is just another day's work, or does 'art' intrude 
as well? ' 

"Aah, that's a hard thing to talk about, the 
'artistic' aspect of it. I tend to separate them, for 
convenience sake, into 'inspiration' and 
'craftsmanship'. Inspiration is not a thing you 
can predict or call to mind at will. So, in a 
lyrical sense, I keep a little notebook all the 

. time of little ideas, and that's inspiration. We 
usually take a month at songwriting and that's 
the time of craftsmanship. Everybody brings 
their little ideas and their little bits of inspiration 
in there, and that's the artistic side of it. And 
when you actually get together and try,to work 
on songs or I'm sitting down trying to work out 
lyrics it really becomes craftsmanship at that 
point. The artistic part has to be the 
spontaneity, the happy chance, the serendipity 
of it, really, is what it comes down to. 

"So you try to balance those two things out. 
You know that people have gone to a lot of 
trouble and they've spent a lot of money and 
they attach a lot of importance to your concert 
so you try hard every time to make it as good 
as it possibly can be, and I can honestly say we 
have never done a show that was compromised 
in us giving as,much as We can give. 

"There's be~n times when we've certainly 



given shows that weren't great but it hasn't 
been our fault for whatever reason - whether 
it's been something biological, som!'lthing ~ 
chemical or something technological. As much 
as we can do anything about it and as much as 
we can be in the right fr~e for it I know that 
we have that same drive every night to be as 
good as we possibly can regardless of whether 
it's in front of lO,OOO people here or 2000 in . 
Hamburg, or years ago when we'd be opening 
up a show and have a half-hour set. 

"But at this point in our career the audience's. 
expectations are so high and they have so 
many relations to tl\e songs because they 
remember when they first heard it or a special 

. time when they heard it, they remember the 
friends they were with when they heard that 
song arid how much it has meant to them over 
the years. All of those subjective things I . 
understand so well. It's not shallowness the fact 
that they appreciate your show regardless, it's . 
just the fact that we've been doing it for so long 
that a bad show to us is just a matter of degree. 

"If you look at 100% as the very best we 
could do, we never go lower than 90%; at this 
point we never give a really horrendous show, 
but there are nights that are better than others. 
Some nights you walk off stage just feeling like 
99%, tonight was just fantastic! And there's 
other nights when 90% makes you feel like a 
fraud! You walk off stage and you know you 
haven't played like an idiot, you haven't played 
terribly but you just haven't played as well as 
you know you can, and you just feelllke those 
people have been cheated!" , 

Do you think that post-'Farewe To Kings' Rush 
ate now trying to disenf.T!q;e themselves from 
pre-'Farewell To Kings' ~!lSh, after all you're 
now playing only ab6utlfour numbers from 
pefore that album£ . ', 

"Well, that's j-glirnitation. It's just the fact ' 
that we have so . y albwns of songs to 
choose trom now: and obviously we like what 
we've done mo~ recently than what we did 
eight years or nine years ago. The old songs 
that we Clo 16nger have any association with at 
all, pla¥illg them wou,ld..simply..be 'going 
through the motions', it's dishonest! So in spite 
of the fact tl\a~RE!Ople might feel cheated by 
the fact thaf we didn'tplay it we can't feel 
wrong aboUt that. It oilla be wrong of us to go 
the other way and play all those songs totally 
dishonestlY with no satisfaotio1l'for ourselves 
and no chiillenge, no fulfilment 1"0 me that ' 
would De the cheapest thing we Uld possibly 
do. 

"It's I\llfUral, I think, with any writer or artiSt, 
as you progress, the better you get the more 
you like what you're doing. I like the last three 
albwns much more, that to me is what I always 
wanted tis to be so that's what I would rather 
represent.'{ou have a stronger responsibility 
to your ney/er material because it represents 
you todaY;'something that represented you six 
or eight years ago isn't necessarily true 
anymore." 

Are you trying, t(!) get away from that 'Heavy, 
Metal'tag? 

"Well, I never ctt:epted it so I don't care. 
Because someone calls you an asshole Q~sn't 
mean you're an asshole , so you can't accept 
someone else's opinion of you as beutg you. It's 
the same for an inCiividilal:as it is for the band' if 
someOne calls you a jerk, too bad, tliey thlnk 
you're a jerk; you can't call yourself a jer ::!fe 
thinks I'm a jerk, I must be one!!' It's the sarne 
as: 'They think we're Heavy Meta:I, we must be 
Heavy Metal!!' I've never thought of us that way, 
ever, and still don't and never Will." 

-Let's talk about manipulation. Are you in fact 
, manipulating your audience? , 

"It's not manipulation, it's just cornrnunic~tion: 
In a sense it's where you have done something 

so well that people res~ond to it. The perfect 
example of that is '2112', that's the first album of 
ours that really reach,ed. people and it was 
exactly the~eppoSite of being calculating 
because we were being tota:lly rebellious at the 
time. We were rebelling against the whole 
41dustry, the thing th, t was qying to manipulate 
us. There were a lot of people telling us w~t 

. we should do ancil. that what we were planning 
to do was all wr ng and we snould forget it all. 
So that album was a total renellion against 
manipulation, aut at the same time that cause 
led to the effect of that album being so 
passionate and so angry. that it reached people. 
So how can you call that manipillation. 

"Things like singing along with '(i;loser To 
. The Heart',Av~ never knew that ",,<oUld happen. 
We didn't write that song thinking: iliis is a song 

boy getting killed. 
"Those kind of things, to me, are just so 

appalling that I can hardly believe that it's . 
possible for them to feel superior and say: 
'Well, 'it doesn'tmatter, it's for the Irish cause. It 
doesn't matter if we kill a hundred innocent 
people, it's for somethirng more important than 
their lives!' And let's face it, that's what happens 
in Russia, that's what happened in Nazi 
Germany; it's the same mentality, that 
something is more important than a life. To my 
mind nothing is more important than a life so 
that kind of mindless violence I find more 
appalling than anything." 

Isn't that exactly whilt's going on in El Salvador 
though, where the great cause of the 'American 
Way' is being threatened by the 01U11S!J of 
Communism? 

"Ah, you don't know that, I don't know that. I 
wouldn't presume to judge. I think the El 
SalvadoQans are killing each other. I don't think 

. America cares one way or the other what 
happens in Central America. It's all a matter of 
what's being done by force; America wouldn't 
have to care what Russia was doing if Russia 
wasn't so determined to do everything by' 
force." 

Can you see Rush ever playing a Soviet bloc 
countlJf? 

"Yeah, we have no prejudices, we are free 
people. As far as I'm concerned it's unfortunate 
that people are forced to think or do anything. I 
don't care, r~not that passionats·about 
politics. Politics ' .much more important in 
Europe than it is an . here else. And I don't 
care; ihhese people choose to live that way 
that's wonderful but tfie fact that they don't get 
to choose is horrible and I Will never, ever 
accept the fact that it's OK) 01' them to be forced 
to be anYthing". . 

the-, udience can sing along with. ~"d the first Somewhere along the line Rush picked up t1$ 
time it hap~ned we were surprised, ' image of being the ultimate CaPi tiilist band. 
wonderfully surprised! It happened by "Aah, no-one knows what Capitalism is . . 
accident and it's still a very lovely thin . anymore than they know what-Sdcialis is. It's , 

"I can never look on people as a mass. Yeu the same as ealling us a Heavy etal band, 
can say it's manip,W tion when we shine the no-one knows what it means so w at Ciiifference 
ligh s out on the audience but it's an important does it make? I don't call myselh Cap!talist 
PSYf hQIogical thing to us because it's the only. I because I know that tharhas unfortl.ina~e 
parto f the-show where we see each one, e en connotations. I call royse an individUalist 

. if it's only: little f ircles, we see each inQivid~ because no-one kriows what that means either 
in the audience as a person." - except me)l6 if anYone asj(s me to put an 

'ism' after y pame I'll say I'm an individualist 
because 0 me an individual life-is the ultimate, 
suprem v~ue in the world." 

But they at all reacting as one in the same way 
that if they went to a football match they'd act as 
one. 
. "Well, yeah, that's frightening, yeah, tha has 

its bad side, no question about it. Mob rule, 
there's nothing more frightening than that. And 
from ur fans that's one of the things that makes 
me very uncomfortable because you know a 
mob has no brain, but again, i!)! not something I 
can do anytpj,ng abou . Granted there is a mass 
mentality that elPsts everywhere and that's 
what happened in Gepnany in WW11! And 
that's what happens at a footbau match too 
where people get killed and stomped on and 
get broken bottles smashed in their faces and 
darts tlirown at their Heads and stuff. 

"That killd of mindless violence h~ppens all 
o.ver the world. It's very fashionable in Europe 
to say: 'Oh, that only happens in America!', but 
it's worse he e! America it's gangsters killing 
other g gs!ers ijIld pimp$ killing other pimps .. 
Granted,}lu!re'sell the gul).S and au kinds more 
murder DUt ",ve ' here it's ~eople thinking that, 
oh, this is rqore important than life so we'll blow 
up a churcl\. fUll of children. Thes1 things that . 
go on over here are far, far more sickening 
than two criminals killing each other. A human 
life is a human life but-you'Ve got to rec6g!lise 
the ~act th, t this is a pimp killing a drug-pusher 
on the streets of New York wl'fer~as over here 
it's lmfocent mother 0 J an mnocent young . 

, , 

How. much are you prepared to sacrifice tp 
retaID that? . 

" 'Sacrifice' - those things don't go together, 
you don't sacrifice. Any compromise, any 
sacrifice, necessitates giving up a gOod thing 
anCl I don't choose to choose there. I want 
everything. What can you sacrifice artyway?" 

Your life, ultimately, 
' Well then, that's not individ~m because 

what's worth more than your life? 7\. person that 
I love, es. I would die for a pfu:ion that I love, if 
I were forced into that but "hope I never would 
be." 

But in the event of an all-(!)ut war would you 
fight for rour countri1, - , 

"Not jUst for the country, no. But people that I 
~ ~ut I w:oUld Cio anything for, sure. I . 
wotil~g1&WY bafricade my house and get 
machirle-guns and' canons and hand-grenades 
and-everYthing, certainly I would. I would 
never' ret that be walked over." 

On an individual level but not on a national 
level? 

"rm not nationalistic, that kind of chauvinism 
is pathetic." 
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